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Homelessness and Access to Care;
A proposed model for access to Hospice Care.
lntegrative Thesis
_X_ Field Project
Access to Hospice for the terminally ill patient is a monumental problem
for the disenfranchised person. According to the National Coalition for the
Homeless (NCH) in Washington D.C. there is an estimate of 3.5 million
people who experience homelessness in a year (2003).
The homeless face many health care service gaps including the vital
service of end- of- life nursing care, which allows for death with dignity. The
following paper will discuss the author's experience with the homeless, the
need of access to Hospice Care for the homeless, and a review of literature
regarding access to Hospice for the homeless. The author proposes a
model of access to Hospice for the homeless linking the homeless to
nursing while addressing the physical, emotional, spiritual and
environmental aspects, and pain control. Recommendations for a new
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Access to Hospice for the terminally ill patient is a monumental problem
for the disenfranchised person. I chose to develop a nursing model of care for my
thesis specifically for the homeless in need of end of life nursing care, usually
referred to as Hospice Care. The interest and desire to develop a nursing model
stemmed from an 1B-year volunteer commitment to the [\4ayo Hospice program
in Rochester, [Vlinnesota. This interest was affirmed as a graduate student in
Transcultural Nursing at Augsburg College, N/inneapolis while working with the
homeless at the Augsburg Central Nursing Center. The vividness of the
homeless became obvious the longer I worked with them. The fact that the
homeless seem invisible demonstrated how disposable culturally they have
become.
The extensive nature of homelessness, estimated at 3.5 million people
annually, makes this a serious problem in the United States nationally. ln a study
conducted in 2001, there were nearly 13% more homeless in need of emergent
housing than prior years (NCH, 2003). The problem is continuing to worsen with
less and less resources for housing and health care. Just being homeless




I experienced exposure to the homeless when lwas a young child
accompanying my father into the greater Cleveland area. lfelt that this was an
important way to learn and to experience charity and hospitality and that the
homeless were not an invisible conundrum. lfelt also, this was a positive way to
learn about the homelessness, however I have learned this is a rather
uncommon introduction for most U.S. citizens.
This experience propelled me into a life-long learning and lnterest in
sociology that paved the way for a degree in Transcultural Nursing. The impact of
being with the homeless as a youth was the impetus to remain active in charity
and hospitality through volunteering, tutoring, Hospice Care, community
teaching, Habitat for Humanity building and nursing in foreign and domestic
poverty areas. The impact of working as a nurse with the terminally ill and a deep
interest in history has always intrigued me.
I remember that in 1972 I was in nursing school. I\4y parents had died
years prior and my aunt moved into our family home in her attempt to pull
together a family who faced early loss. She was an integral part of my life. h/y
aunt was not a nurse; she was a businessperson in a miniature lamp corporate
company. She initially wanted me to become an engineer. Eventually she gave
up on me becoming an engineer and she thought I might as well learn all lcould
about nursing. We spent many hours reading and discussing nursing and
nursing theory.
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Several years later my aunt developed reticular cell carcinoma of the
stomach. Once on chemotherapy, it was obvious the medication was taking its
toll. One night she suggested that I attend a talk given by Dr. Kubeler Ross. My
Aunt told me Dr. Kubeler Ross was presenting a new concept for end-of-life care.
ln retrospect, I believe this was her way of having Hospice before Hospice
developed wings in the U.S. IMy attendance at Dr. Kubeler Ross'talk set the
stage for my aunt and me to talk about my aunt's illness and pending death. To
this day, I believe my knowledge of nurses'theories and nurse theorists can be
directly attributed to nightly readings of nursing history we shared. These
readings Ied to discussions dealing with how the world, at that time and place,
impacted care.
Many nights we would discuss how, in medieval times, the pilgrims
"transits" would stop off to rest in a place named Hospice. The Hospice, at that
place and time, was specifically for a traveler without a home, providing a safe
harbor and a safe place. Today, as in the medieval times, Hospice provides a
safe harbor, but has grown to mean care while on death's journey, not life's
journey or life extension. The focus is on comfort not cure (Kirschling & Pittman,
1989, p. 1) The focus is on the care given, rather than on a service for people
without a home. However, now, more than ever, the homeless are also entitled
to such care at the end of their earthly journey.
Focus and purpose af paper / project
The present state of Hospice access for the homeless is an oxymoron.
This is due to the Iack of access to Hospice for those who are transient. This is
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very different from the medieval times. Further, there is no evidence of a model
for the homeless to access any kind of end-of-life care. I did find a smattering of
individuals who intercede and provide a Hospice-type environment for a few
select homeless individuals. A search of CINAHL and OVID and a general review
of the literature resulted in no model of care for the homeless person to receive
Hospice Care. There is a huge void of care for this population. This void of
hospitality was a motivator for me to write this paper.
On a typical t\4ay Day in 2002, there were 318 homeless people, who were
provided shelter in a southeastern Nlinnesota town of about 80,000. An
additional 130 people were denied shelter because there was no room.
lnterestingly, of those who needed shelter, 44.6% were employed and of those
who were working,72.2o/o were working full-time (Wilder, 2004).
A personal experience of the homeless was encountered coming and
going to work. Working nights ldrive to work, so-to-speak, the back way. This
route allows for easy access to my designated parking area. This route avoids
the business district and all the stop and go which accompanies a downtown
area. About six blocks from my parking area each night I would drive over an
inconspicuous bridge. This bridge allows road access over the zigzagging narrow
river and the bike and walk paths that run along side and directly under this
bridge.
On most nights one can see men and women, some with backpacks and
some with sacks, walking on a regular basis either from one of our town's large
grocery stores on the northwest side of the river, or the southwest side, away
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from the direction of the Women's Shelter for Battered Women and the Dorothy
Day House, a temporary shelter for the homeless.
It is interesting and sad to watch those people walking these paths as
they slowly descend the grassy bank of the river one by one. They slowly
traversed the bank and fade into the shadowy bridge and eventual darkness to
take up their resting places for the night, a picture, well out of sight of all passer
byes, which work and Iive in Rochester. The sight of those seeking shelter would
pull on some not-so- academic strings within me. lt reminds me of the
germination of a seed. Darkness will never provide growth. The homeless, as
long as they must seek out shelter in the dark and rest in the dark, will never be
able to grow and develop into the person they can become. Humans, as well as
a small seed, need light, warmth, and a place where neither will be up rooted
each day and night.
On this same route to work there were some nights I would see a very
thin woman who appeared to be sick. She would lean up against a tree or rest
along her journey at different sites along her way to the shelter of the bridge. I
asked "Alice" (a women who volunteers at the Dorothy Day House and also is a
volunteer at the local Hospice program) about this woman. I wondered if she
would be welcome in one of these sheltering programs. "Alice" told me the
woman would be turned away from the Dorothy Day House on nights it was full
because other homeless people did not want to be in the same sleeping room
due to her diagnosis. I had not seen her for a while and I asked where she had
gone. "Alice" told me some generous person rented her a furnished apartment
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for her last days. I do not know if Hospice Care at that point was open to her.
Because of Health lnsurance Portability and Accountability (HIPPA) lwill never
know. I believe this generous person either continued the rent reimbursement or
arrangements were made to have her leave this town of 80,000 perhaps to a
larger city who could meet her needs. But, the compassion of this generous
citizen in our town removed her from sight and into the world of the invisible
homeless. There is an apparent void of end of Iife care for the homeless.
This same route I trave! to work, as well behind the grocery store where
the Dtt/E railroad tracks are fairly well hidden, is interesting on Sundays around
4:30 pm. These tracks lead either north to tt/inneapolis and St. Paul or south to
Winona. lt is not unusual to see a single person walking along the tracks with a
backpack or duffel bag.Around 4pm, those who are turned away from the
shelters are aware of their fate. They must move on. This scene has increased
in frequency following the city's decision to move the town's bus station from the
center of town to a site located 3 miles northeast of town at the edge of the city
limits. The relocation of the bus station so far from the homeless shelters has
taken away an imporlant mode of transportation and resource for the homeless
to use when shelter is not available to them. An interesting article from the
Denver Colorado Post, December, 2003, provides insight into the complexity of
this problem of lack of shelter or safe harbor for those in greatest need. The
headlines read, "Minnesota homeless bus tickets irk mayor. Scores have taken a
free, one-way ride to Colorado" (Sherman, 2004, p. 1). The article further
explained that more than 6% of the program is a federal program for the state
l
and over the past four years Mlinnesota has spent more than 370,000 dollars in
bus ticketing the homeless from place to place including out-of-state destinations.
The relocation of the station has actually caused further hardship for the
homeless should they decide to take the federally funded bus ride to another
state. lf they were to arrive late at the bus station, there is no nearby shelter,
food, toilet facilities or ride into a nearby community to gain shelter.
I have been a volunteer at our local Hospice for almost 18 years. One day
I stopped into our volunteer office to check if the program ever had any homeless
in the program now or in the past. The volunteer coordinator of the Hospice
program told me that they have never had or been approached about having a
homeless person in their program (Personal conversation, Grace the Hospice
Volunteer Coordinator, Feb. 27, 2004).
Prior to starting the final writing of this paper I spoke to a retired
registered nurse and a woman named "Beth". Both women are an integral part of
running the Dorothy Day House here in Rochester. Beth is also a volunteer at the
[/ayo Hospice and her main job is gathering and compiling statistics for the
program. At a meeting the discussion eventually shifted to terminal care with the
homeless and if any homeless person at the Dorothy Day House was in need of
such care (Personal Conversation, Oct.,2003). Beth chimed in during the
tnterview with a "no-but", there was a man who was terminal and oxygen
dependent a year or so ago. He was diagnosed at the hospital here and
discharged to the Dorothy Day House. The rule of the house is that residents
must be in by 4:00 pm and out by g:00 am. That meant he would be out on the
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street with oxygen and no way to keep out of the elements or keep his oxygen
flowing if the tank ran low. She also added most of the homeless go to the public
library in town during the day, which is about 8 blocks away from the Dorothy
Day House. Beth explained that there was some unspoken agreement, along
with ingenuity, by the nurses at the hospital where he had been a patient. The
nurses would have him come to the waiting room on their floor every day after
9:00 am. His oxygen was hooked to a room flow meter, which saved his tank.
Nourishment's and liquids were provided through the creativity of the many
nurses. Just being homeless in this case did not exclude this man from care.
Again, the man was cared for, his needs for physical care were met, but he had
to be treated on the side, out of sight. His care challenges offer an example of
the conundrum of receiving this end of life care when one is without a home or
resources. Being homeless is exclusionary as well as a scary and scarring
experience.
Personal experience of the homeless taking care of themse/yes
The last example, also an affirmation for access to Hospice Care for the
homeless, came while volunteering at the Central Lutheran Nursing Center,
ltflinneapolis. The center is located in downtown lt/inneapolis and fills a gap in our
health system that literally could fill the north corner of the Angel Passage in the
Grand Canyon. One example of this gap is a patient who comes to the nursing
center episodically for various physical problems. He is a nice looking, very tall,
thin African American man who smiles easily. He is patient and polite while
waiting for care. He is also very neat and clean, likened to a military person on
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leave. Jeans, pressed, usually a sweatshirt and baseball hat with the brim rolled
inward and down just a little on his forehead. "Bob" is known by most of those
visiting the center for care and also the nurses from Augsburg College faculty
and students. Bob was born in London England to a single woman who left
England following all the turmoil post WWll. Bob also has served in our U.S.
Navy and is proud he was able to serve. Some of his family is still back in
England but he has no family in lVlinnesota. Bob has a huge communication
problem. He stutters. He stutters worse than any stutterer I have ever been
exposed to.
Talking to Bob is like standing on the edge of a swimming pool and
knowing you must jump. But also knowing the water is cold. lt is wet. lt is deep,
and the water is clean. lt is clear and gives the impression one will never touch
the bottom. And you know when you dive in your head will get wet first, then your
shoulders, your chest and so on. You know all the steps but still can't jump. You
just stand there and ponder. If you stand there long enough, someone will push
you in. Well, Bob's stuttering is just like that. You know the next word and the
next word and he just can't get the words out. And for all the time I have been at
the Nursing Center, no nurse has ever pressured or pushed Bob. Now, if Bob
was standing on the edge of the pool, I know someone would have pushed him
in. The human condition would have taken over and ended in a splash, but not at
the Nursing Center.
Recently, while volunteering at the Nursing Center, the subject came up
that I was going to be away for awhile. Bob asked "Where?" Just to see his
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reaction I said, " England." Without a stutter, Bob asked "Why to England?" and
volunteered, "Did you know that is my birthplace?" 1 answered "Yes," l knew
that." Again, without a stutter he asked me why was I going to England and I told
him," to visit St. Christopher's Hospice." Again without a stutter Bob asked why
and I answered," Because, I am wnting on access to Hospice Care for the
homeless." Bob answered with the most perfunctory statement I have ever heard
and without a stutter. "Well the homeless can't get into Hospice here, w€ just help
each other. " Bob knew what I had just spent the last four months of my life
researching, months volunteering at the nursing center and 19 years volunteering
in lt/ayo Hospice.
Hameless comrn unities monitoring and tending ta each other through
self-care.
The homeless caring for the homeless is also a subtle form of a cultural
conundrum just as the homeless are invisible in my town and throughout these
United States. While researching the homeless caring for the homeless, the
words homeless caring for the homeless kept popping up in the lrterature,
however with little validation or description of homeless caring for each other.
Redemier, [\4olin, and Tibshirani (1995) documented this when they completed a
study on the homeless and compassionate care in their country, Canada. They
found the homeless are aware of social class differences and have insight into
how compassionate nursing care is not delivered to them in the same manner
that a working class person might receive nursing care. Fundamental cultural
differences in the homeless such as hygiene, dress, casual interpersonal skills,
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addictions, mental illness or just "plain-old-down-on-the farm" inability to
negotiate and integrate life skills to navigate through life, create a bias along with
barriers to care on the part of the nurse, all this, despite the fact that Canada has
an all-inclusive health care system.
Judd and Forgues (1989) Iooked at the Canadian Health Care system
and how the system is designed to facilitate access to health care regardless of
social disparities. Yet, despite this, most of the time in Canada, the homeless are
excluded from care. The homeless are then forced to modify their care. Other
homeless in shelters and on the street will intercede as a type of been there tried
that type of resource for the other homeless in need of care. Judd and Forgues
(1g8g) further proposed that nurses, along with the personnel who manage the
shelters, should serve on the streets as a resource person for the ill homeless by
teaching illness management and where and how to find medical resources.
I thought of the evening I was out walking my dogs, I overheard several
neighborhood children trying to recreate the same view in a kaleidoscope as they
sat on the curb facing east. Their dialogue pointed out exactly what the homeless
must face in order to receive care, not to mention end-of-life care. One child
asked to look through the kaleidoscope again because the colored glass was so
beautiful and no matter how he rotated the kaleidoscope, all the different and
various pieces of glass fell into place. "Wow" was the response heard to another
beautiful sight. Several other children began to tease, making the point that what
he saw was just a bunch of colored broken glass between a clear glass that
would move around. They complained that the glass really did not fit, plus the
Augsburg College Library
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light of the evening was also not good enough. This is analogous to
compassionate care for the homeless to include Hospice.
No matter what direction, how enlightened our system, or what direction
we approach the system for care, the homeless never fall into sync to reflect a
beautiful image or receive the necessary care for optimal end-of-life care. The
homeless and their presence is in constant conflict with the healthcare
community. Nevertheless, on the street the other homeless see them and view a
type of kaleidoscope that is acceptable, functional and possibly beautiful.
Succinctly, Hospice Care for the homeless, while moral or the right thing, is not
considered a financial kaleidoscope. The old adage, "it is all in the eyes of the
beholder," cannot be applied to the homeless. The homeless, if seen and
identified as homeless, are like the fragmentized glass in the kaleidoscope.
When seen, the homeless are a non-fitting conundrum or as (Leininger,2001)
says, not culturally congruent and less likely to receive any care.
ln summary, many variables must come together so that any person
homeless or othenruise receives compassionate care for a self-limiting medical or
surgical illness. ln the hospital or clinical setting, nurses can advocate for our
practice of compassionate care. But for the homeless, as nurses we know in our
heafts, this type of care for the invisible in our culture is unlikely and rarely
delivered.
Further Sfafrsfic Regarding the Lack of Services for the Homeless
The National Coalition for the Homeless (NCH) reports that in 2001, families
with children made up 36% of the homeless population. For rural areas, families
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with children made up more than 50% of the homeless population (Vissing,
1996). Further, recent research is indicating that homelessness among families is
on the rise (U.S. Conference of Mayors, 199S). This problem must be addressed,
as it is a reflection of the present culture of the United States where control is
important. When one has little or no control and one's action will not affect their
outcome , o person experiences "learned helplessness" (Seligman, 2004).
This lack of personal insight makes it difficult to advocate for the
homeless. They don't know how to ask for care. This challenges nursing to
become advocates and intercede for those in shelters in Minnesota.
Figure I
Number of Homeless People in Minnesota Shelters
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Figure 1 provides a graph from the original Wilder Research Center
research depicting the increase in homelessness in Minnesota. The
following Wilder Research, which was completed as a one-night study that
demonstrates a significant (2.5o/o) increase in homelessness since 1991 .
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This same research reported an increase in the number of homeless
children and those in need of intensive psychological interventions.
ln summary, the author's experience, the staggeringly high numbers of
homeless increasing year-by-year and the lack of end-of-life care for all
those in need have prompted the writing of this paper. lt is hoped that a
model of nursing care specific for the homeless will be of benefit for those
homeless in need.
Accessing nursing care through Hospice has become traditionally
available in our culture to those who are not in the compromised state of
homelessness. The homeless need to be able to access this care as well.
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Chapter ll: Literature Review
Reviewing Literature
"... Hospice teaches a new attitude toward dying and death, with the
realization and conscious acceptance of death and dying as part of being born
and pafi of the struggle of faith ..." (Liegner, 1975, p. 10aB).
The author chose this quote to begin her review of the literature in Chapter
ll because Dr. Liegner's words about Hospice were the first written in a respected
medical journal, the Journal of American ltfledical Association, (JA|\4A). A note
from the editor following Dr. Liegner's article stated, "\Me were unable to locate
any articles on end-of-life care in JA[/A in one hundred years of our publishing
(Reiling, 2000, p.2{2fi." Further, the words of Dr. Liegner aptly describe how
important Hospice was and continues to be for our culture, medicine and our
nursing practice.
Historically, Leininger (1977) was the first to pinpoint care as the pivotal
element in nursing. She said, "Caring is the dominant intellectual theoretical
heuristic and practice focus of nursing and no other profession is totally
concerned with caring behaviors, caring processes and caring relationships than
nursing" (p. 33)
Such caring as described above is difficult to quantify or research. Smith
(1987, pp. 80-81) quoted Rogers a responding participant on a discussion
Nursing Theorist Conference in Pittsburgh responded to the question nursing
relying upon a foundation that is limited to a "cultura! context that changes the
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health and well being of an individual". Rogers's further questioned Leininger's
narrow theory and framework approach due to an inability to define caring. You
can't define caring. You can only see and identify caring when there is caring or if
caring is absent from view. Homelessness also is hard to see. lt's presence is
absent from view. lt seems caring and homelessness mirrors ones' challenge to
see. Yet, as stated later in the paper, caring is noted by the presence of or lack of
presence in our environment.
Who cares?
Felgen, (2003, p. 208) a native Minnesotan and President of "Creative
Health Care [Vanagement" in Minneapolis, has hit the nail on the head. Her point
is so applicable and perfunctory to this very aspect of caring in our practice, and
to me. lt drives home the point of "nursing care" which is our business. She
writes,
What if caring were the currency with which we build a wealth
reputation of and prestige, admired by the public and
professional prominence within the organization's mission,
vision, values, culture, leadership, and clinical practice?
What if we valued caring competencies as relevant as
clinical -technical and critical thinking skills? What if caring could
unleash the potential to favorably improve the economic position of each
of our health care facilities? (Felgen, 2003, p. 208).
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Itlodels for Access fo Care
Due to the paucity of models for Hospice, I will discuss medical models
and access to care models. lwonder, again about the reasons behind the lack of
models being related to the small amount of money allocated for research on a
condition, which is invisible. I will leave it to the reader to consider this question
as well.
Bronwen and Biswas (1994) clearly pointed out in their review on the
model of medicalization and death that there was no deviation from the traditional
medical / physician model of care which is limited to, "signs and symptoms of a
disease, the diagnosis and the treatment" (p. 134). h/edical models focus is on
medical care and the pathology within a person, which includes physical signs
and symptoms that ultimately dictate the type of care a person is to receive. This
is paradoxical to Hospice Care where care is holistic and directed by the patient
and involves multiple caregivers including family members, significant others,
volunteers and rs assisted by a physical and auxiliary medical personal
(Saunders, 2002).
Again, in the article by Bronwen and Biswas (1994) they point out that Dr.
Cicely Saunders, in her model of care for the dying, clearly showed that death and
dying was not a symptom, but a life process. This life process, like all life
processes, needed care and death did not always have to be viewed as a
negative. The effect of medicalization on Hospice influences the theory of care
and the application of this theory to care. Medicalization of care may prolong life,
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interfere with quality of life and hinder life processes. lt can prevent the patient
getting their life in order for end of life matters so necessary to the patient and
their significant others. The author will expand upon Dr. Saunders's model of
Hospice Care and access for the homeless throughout this paper.
While looking for models of end-of life care, there were none to be found
other than access to care models. Ifound that Elizabeth Pesznecker (1984)
proposed a working model allowing homeless children access to healthcare (See
Appendix A. p 60). Elizabeth Pesznecker proposed an adaptation model of
poverty for children's access to health care and did this by making therr
homelessness a non-issue allowing them access to care. lbelieve it is thereby
an adaptational model rather than limiting care to those with insurance or without
money obstacles. Her model considers a person's ability to develop positive
health habits or negative habits in response to their homelessness or Iack of
housing. Factors that include physical, emotional and environments influence
those responses and ultimately access to care. These factors are further
influenced by public policy. Public policies include those referred to earlier in this
paper, an example as with the local bus station. The station was moved almost
out of town decreasing access for those with limited or no monetary resources.
The adaptive response reflects the ability to manage stress for each person. Is
this not similar to the insured or working healthy without insurance in these
United States.
As Pesznecker (1984) explains in her article proposing her adaptive
model, stress of homelessness create an environment that can actually be self-
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destructive and therefore increase the need for healthcare. The maladaptive
response or ignoring health care needs increases stress and the need for
healthcare. Pesznecker's working model alleviates the negative interaction of
maladaptive responses and the stress of homelessness by allowing direct access
to care. I believe the same is true for the Hospice access for the homeless,
which will alleviate maladaptive responses and allow death with dignity for all
involved. lt is noteworthy that there is little outcome research to report regarding
Psznecker's model. I believe this is because there will be no money made at
either end, that is to say, that caregivers won't be paid and / or the gatekeepers
will prevent access for Hospice Care.
History of Hospice
Hospice can be traced to Greece in the 12th century B.C. where plague
victims of that time were housed. Hospice re-emerged in Rome following the
death of Christ where travelers found refuge on their Iong journeys. These
shelters provided gestures of hostility for travelers who were ill. lt was not until
the 1950"s and 1960's that the specialty of end of-life was founded and formally
named Hospice.
The first Hospice was founded by Cicely Saunders, a nurse in the United
Kingdom, who was forced to give up nursing due to back problems. She then
trained as a medical social worker and eventually entered medical school. ln
1967 she completed medical school and immediately began to create a model for
the care of the dying patient. Due to Dr.Saunders multi-faceted background and
training, she meticulously developed a model that did not exclude those without
20
housing. This model gave support that included financial, spiritual, medica!
support, coupled with listening and silence with human presence (Clark, 1998;
1ee7).
She created an extensive network with diverse caregivers to develop her
vision of end-of-life care. Through these relationships and her diverse
background, her vision was materialized in the form of Hospice. This is known
today as St. Christopher's Hospice in Sydenham, England (Clark, 1997).
As mentioned above, Dr. Saunders was first and for most trained as a
nurse, then a social worker. Both occupations are traditionally a powerless
female occupation in England as well as in the United States. Historically both
occupations are dependent on a physician orders to initiate care. Dr. Saunders
pursued medicine so that she could homogenize these disciplines to put the
power into the hands of the patient. Her approach was not embraced, in fact, it
was rejected and restricted by physicians. lt became a kind of conflict-war. An
illuminated example below in Dr. Saunders words:
It appears to me that many patients feel deserted by their
doctors at the end. ldeally doctors should remain the center of
a team who work together to relieve where they cannot heal,
to keep the patient's own struggle within his compassion and to
bring hope and consolation to the end. (Saunders, 1958. p.46)
She then built her own facility or home for the dying. She is also the first
known physician to dedicate her entire career to caring for the dying and
addressing the real issue of pain. Over the past eight year, in the United States
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the medical field has begun to address the impact of pain on quality care of the
patient.
It was this tenacity of caring developed by Dr.Saunders which is summed
up in a letter she wrote to Reginald V.N. Lord lvlay 14, 1998, a physician from the
University Of Southern California School Of Medicine who was inquiring about a
Dr. Norman Barrett. Dr. Saunders answered him by saying,
From 1948 to 1951 lwas his medical social worker at St.
Thomas' Hospital, doubling up in the last year as his secretary.
I had become interested in the problem of dying patients from
my Social Workers' days and have always counted the real
foundation of St. Christopher's Hospice with a patient who died
February 1948, leaving me 500 pounds "to be a window in your
Home" as he put it. Because as early as this lwas thinking of a
special place for people like him, dying alone at the age of 40. This
was unconscionable to Dr. Saunders. (Clark, 2002, p. 373)
The summer of 1951 , Dr. Saunders wrote she was driving with Dr. Barrett
down to one of the hospitals where he worked and told him she needed to get
back into nursing in order to help dying patients. This is a prime example of what
Saunders calls her "War of Choice". Dr. Saunders points to the influence of Dr.
Barrett who encouraged her to go to medical school and taught her how to take
ethnographic notes and how to keep them on cards for future reference. She
writes that he took interest in my Iife paths work "and encouraged me to do
voluntary nursing until lpassed my medical boards," (Clark, p,373).
't)Lt-
ln 1960 Cicely Saunders was well into in her war of choice or the war of
reconciliation as named by the author. The resolution of the war through
reconciliation answered the question of how religion and medicine could
homogenize care within a community. This reconciliation through
homogenization allowed for care of the dying at home, within a free standing
Hospice or a specific area within an acute care facility. The caregivers had no
boundaries other than the beliefs and values of respect for mortality, morality and
ethics. Following the acceptance of her model of care in England, Dr. Cicely
Saunders was encouraged to trave! to the United States where she delivered a
talk at Yale University in 1963. Her talk planted the seeds for the cloning of her
conceptual model "The Care for the Dying." ln 1971, the first United States
Hospice was built in New Haven Connecticut (Sheldon, 1999).
ln summary, Dr. Saunders was the originator of Hospice, as we know lt
today. Her contribution was perhaps more important than any others for
developing a model of end -of-life care that transcends cultures, socio-economic
levels and all the variables that can become obstacles or as Dr. Saunders refers
to in her model as "mediating factors" to care (Personal Communication April 16,
2004).
For the purpose of this paper, this author has drawn a conceptual model
of Dr. Saunders, access to Hospice (Appendix 8., p. 61).The model
demonstrates that there were no Iimits to Hospice access care due to the
environmental factors such as homelessness.
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History of Hospice in the Unifed Sfafes
David Clark (2001) points out how the theories of sociologist lt/ax Weber
during the mid nineteenth century suggests that any social movement, including
Hospice Care, will, over time, will be rule-bound and bureaucratic through
"reutilization" or the best means for a defined end. Hospice in the U. S. has now
drifted into the medical maze of the U.S. culture of control and therapeutic
intervention. Pain control rests solely in the hands of professionals who may not
even see the patient. These professionals may simply write prescriptions for the
parameters of pain control (Pitorak & tt4ontana, 2004). This fractionalizes Dr"
Saunders model of care where, spiritual care and pain control, are integrally
related (Pitorak & Ivlontana, 2004, p. 417). ln a letter to a colleague, Dr. Cicely
Saunders, wrote,
You were not sure whether my interest in the medical side,
the control of pain and so on, and desire to spread the
knowledge of how to do that, was really more important to
me than my desire that every patient in our Homes and
similar Homes else where in England should come to know the
Lord.., but in this work, the medical and the spiritual are inextricably
mingled. llong to do bring patients to know the Lord and to do
something towards helping many of them to hear of Him before they
die. But I also long to raise standards of termina! care throughout the
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country from a medical point of view at least, even where I can do
nothing about the spiritual part of the work.
The breakdown of the specifics (emotional, physical care, spiritual care
and pain control) in Dr. Cecil Saunders'Hospice model has taken a toll through
reutilization and bureaucracy, along with the cultural beliefs that Hospice is for
those with a home or those who have medical coverage. These beliefs and
values have fragmented the care to exclude the homeless in this country.
lvledicalization of the Hospice model
Hospice has been slowly moving away from nursing and back into the hands
of the physicians. Dr.Cicely Saunders shared as with me, during a meeting with
her while at St. Christopher's Hospice in Sydenham, England (2004).
lf one is to look at Hospice and Hospice Care, one must consider the
gatekeepers and ask who are they? They are the same here in the United
Kingdom, as in the United States. They are the physicians. Ask the question
further does he or she refer the patient to this kind of care as a homeless
person, if not why? (Personal interview with Dr. Saunders, April 25,20A4)
Further affirmation was noted in an article written by Ash-Goodkin (2000). "The
reluctance of physicians to refer patients is the most significant problem facing
Hospice today" (p. 80).
Palliative Care physicians are relatively new on the horizon and are assuming
the role as gatekeepers and has opened assess for Hospice Care to Palliative
Care and thereby developing a new physician-driven area of care as compared
to the Hospice focused nursing care. Palliative Care and Hospice Care sur-faced
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or came on the horizon more or less at the same time in England as in the United
States. The difference being, according to the World Health Organization (1990,
p.1), Palliative Care rs "active total care, multi professional team for patients
whose disease is not responsive to curative treatment. Control of pain, of other
symptoms, and of psychological, social and spiritual problems is paramount. The
goal of (Palliative Care) is achievement of the best quality of life for the patient
and their families". Olson (1997) points out palliative's care goal are to meet
acute needs of the patient rather than focusing on the length of time one has to
live. Palliative Care also allows for a more reimbursable and aggressive care
over a longer period of time and like Hospice, Palliative Care also deals with non-
curable disease, but unlike Hospice not solely on the end-of-life journey.
Conclusion
Remember, Hospice is a model of care. Palliative Care is a service. Why
are the homeless excluded from the Hospice model of care, yet included in a
palliative service? Once again, the power of money is the veneer covering of a
service which no longer focuses on true patient care. Reimbursement is the
focus. This is a subject for a whole separate paper and further research.
Hospice and Transcultural Nursing
ln comparison, Hospice focuses on and supports one's journey at the
end-of-life. Hospice is a type of care available when the patient can no longer
benefit from prolonged treatment or a curative medical intervention is not
possible. The accepted Iength of time to meet the criteria of Hospice is a six-
month life expectancy. The referral is usually by the patient's primary physician.
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Hospice Care prepares the patient for end-of-life issues and end-of-life avoiding
issue such as CPR, further surgical treatment, and incubation etceteras.
It is noteworthy that the United Kingdom has been the only country to
explore research and document the negative aspects of Palliative Care. Palliative
Care limits the care focus to the physician who provides relief from suffering in a
prolonged non-curative disease process. lt also connects the patient to a multi-
collaborative care model for immediate quality of-life services. Hospice Care, on
the other hand, addresses nursing care in the end-of life journey. Palliative Care
and Hospice Care can co-exist and compliment each other in the way the patient
access's care. This can exist if respite care and follow-up care can be extended
to the homeless person. Palliative Care can still fill the gap of late referrals for
patient's needing end-of-life care. Entering Iate to Hosprce Care causes a large
strain financially because Hospice costs are covered on a day-by-day basis
resulting in little reimbursed to cover the initial cost for medication, equipment or
for the homeless needing a respite type habitat.
ln 1996, The National Hospice Organization Standards and
Accreditation Committee indicated a set of protocols that included rules for
acceptance into levels of care, types of caregivers to include spiritual care givers
and finally, treatment. The addition of treatment by the National Hospice
Organization (NHO) adds a dimension that goes beyond the end-of-life journey.
ln some instances, it has been developed to circumvent the care needed for the
inevitable death journey. The National Hospice Organization also developed a
Code of Ethics, which complements the transcultural nursing qualities and goals,
1'7.t- I
both mirroring the following," to remain sensitive to and appreciate the ethnic,
cultural, religious, lifestyle, and diversity of the client and families" (1996 a, p. 76).
Caring Theory @ompassionafe fheonsfs/
Such a complementary process is reaffirmed by Watson (2002), when she
points out in her human caring theory that "nursing care is a mature practice
theory fully actualized in a nursing model because nursing allows for continuous
caring component that medicine does not have. Nursing stems from a human
caring philosophy, which brings a different consciousness and energy of
wholeness, offering a counterpoint to the medicalizing or clinicalizing the human
experiences in the conventional institutional industrial models of practice" (pp.12-
1e).
As nurses we are now being called to bridge wellness and caring in a
practice which can utilize knowledge from multiple disciplines to serve our
patients and communities through a health wellness continuum. The "wellness" l
refer to is a product of a healthy life style. I chose this definition because it gives
each person some control over his or her health. Caring, according to Stockwell
(2003) is being with patients to create an environment of bonding and
appreciation for human frailties and mortality. This caring is difficult to clearly
explain says Covington (2003). I am in agreement with her. Watson (2002)
further states that there is a caring tension between the patient and the nurse.
That is part of this caring which we as nurses struggle to define and many times
are hesitant to make known as the primacy of our practice. I believe it is this
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invisible nursing conundrum of expertise that creates our foundation for a healthy
lifestyle.
Definitions
The following definitions and terms are specific to the topic discussed in
this thesis and relate to the model access to Hospice in end-of-life care for the
homeless:
Homeless: (1) any person who lacks a fixed, regular or adequate nighttime
residence. (2) Any individual that has a primary nighttime residence that is
publicly supervised or privately operated temporary living accommodation,
including emergency shelters, transitional housing, battered women's shelter; or
any place not mentioned for human habitation (U.S. Housing and Urban
Development. )
Hospice; A place which can be either fixed or transient allowing any person to
live without artificial support while experiencing kindness, charity, hospitality and
respect through compassionate nursing care until their death escorts them to
their next journey.
Alodel:An abstract of reality providing a method to visualize and simplify thinking
of care is analogous to the heart, which will lead to the heart of the problem.
Transcultural Nursing: Can be likened to the mighty oak rooted deeply in
anthropology, sociology and nursing care. The trunk supports and encompasses
the nursing care, which is altruistic, guided by caring that is person specific for
the health and care of others. The limbs reach out in understanding and
acceptance of the individual in their lowliness, lack of health or healthcare. The
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leaves provide the knowledge and are flexible as can be seen on the mighty oak
on a still night or the tenacity of the leaves in a storm and the ability of the leaf to
winter with the tree. The leaves reflect the care, which are tailored to meet the
needs of the person. The veins of the leaf are nourished by education, honesty,
trust, patience, humility, advocacy, courage and the nurse's knowledge of the
individual, their culture, belief systems, diversity at home or abroad and how one
views others life cycle through the health care and illness process.
Hospitality: Creates a free space for the stranger while giving the person a
chance to be his or herself. A place where there is freedom to speak one's own
languages, dance one's own dances, eat one's traditional foods and be with
friends or family through a brotherhood and slsterhood of understanding and
acceptance (Nouwen, 1975).
Adaptive Response. Reflects the adaptive response of each person in any
stressful situation related to the health and wellness continuum.
Augsburg Central Nursing Center: A health service center administered and
staffed by nurses from Augsburg College Nursing Program. Services include
health cares, physical assessment, education, counseling, and health advocacy
(Central Lutheran Nursing Center, 2004).
AngelPassage : A gorge of the Colorado River in northwestern Arizona. lt is up
to 1.6km (1ml) deep, from 6.4 to 29 km (4 to 1B ml) wide and more than 321.8
km (200 mi) long.
HIPPA: (Health lnsurance Portability and Accountabllity Act) of 1996. Specifies a
set of rules governing privacy and confidentiality for health care information. The
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Act covers entities under The Administrative Simplification provisions of the
Health lnsurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA, Title ll)
require the Department of Health and Human Services to establish national
standards for electronic health care transactions and national identifiers for
providers, health plans, and employers. lt also addresses the security and
privacy of health data. Adopting these standards will improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the nation's health care system by encouraging the widespread
use of electronic data interchange in health care. The federal government has
mandatory compliance for employees must complete training on privacy and
confidentiality by April 13, 2003 (HDIM Corp.2004).
Palliative Care: According to the World Health Organization (1990) Palliative
Care is" active total care, multi professional teams for patients whose disease is
not responsive to curative treatment. The goal of (Palliative Care) is the best
quality of !ife for the patient."
Selah: Means to" lift up, or exalt. The word selah is from two roots: s_/ah, to
praise; and s_/al,to lift up. lt is commonly assumed that this can also refer to a
technical musical term showing accentuation, pause, or interruption, as the
Psalms were. connect the end of one strophe with the beginning of the next; and,
in four cases it connects the end of one Psalm with the beginning of the next,
thus uniting the two Psalms (Ps 3 with 4; I with 10;24 with 25; and 46 with 47).
Selah is, thus, a connector: it connects the two passages between which it is
placed. However, it appears that selah is to connect with subject matter, not with
music; with truth, not tunes. lt is a "thought-link" which bids us to Iook back at
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what has been said and to mark its connection with what is to follow, or to some
additional consequent teaching. lt is neither the pausing on one subject nor the
passing on from one subject to another, but it is the cannecting of the two
subjects together. Sometimes it is the structures that are connected. Sometimes
it is synthetic, and adds a development of thought by connecting a prayer with
that which forms the basis for it. Sometimes it is antithetic, and adds a contrast.
And sometimes it connects a cause with an effect, or an effect with a cause
(l\4 issler, 2004).
Summary
Following the review of literature, and visiting many different Hospice
programs prior to and during the writing of this paper, I can no longer ignore the
notion that Hospice is not only an integral aspect of our earthly journey, but also
an aspect of care that needs to be available all people. lt is essential that nurses
provide this care. The journey of life to death needs to be inclusive of all persons
in need and patient specific in design. Due to the status of health care in the
United States and the mediating factors or obstacles, which are increasing at a
rapid rate, the homeless are most vulnerable by nature of their homelessness,
because they are homeless.
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Chapter lll: Proposed Atodel
Development of the proposed model af care far the homeless.
Care can be simplistic yet, a "state of the art" if the person's needs are
met. The end of life journey can be comfortable and does not have to be
complicated in an already complicated compromised bureaucratic health care
system that we presently have in the U.S. today. Care is the most pivotal element
of our profession, which I often equate to air because it is not visible to the naked
eye. The absence of care is more visible to everyone. When care is present, the
effects of it are very visible. Caring is the key element of nursing. This affirms my
belief in the "Art of caring, which is Nursir-Ig." lt was this very belief that propelled
me to write a poem about this very topic while in a Community Health Nursing
course at Augsburg College spring 2002. The title of the poem sets the stage.
Air and Community Nursing are One in the Same
Seeing a sailing boat, a flapping coat, the whisking of a winter's
chimney smoke.
Perhaps a pre-storm wind causing a Ioose paper to float.
No one has seen air, but we know of its might.
Air is the driving force behind a windmill and the flight of a kite.
We can stand on a shore and smell its sweet spice, or maybe gaze at the
heavens and know a clouds flight.
No one has seen care we only know of its might.
No where in community is air in sight (Kinney, 2002)
-t ,i
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As nurses, it seems we seldom think of air, yet we know of its presence
and we all have seen the devastating affect of the lack of air for the patient. Like
air, the mysterious element of care (lack of or presence of) in our practice needs
to be systematically available within a model of care for the homeless in their
journey to end of life. The exclusionary status of the homeless from Hospice
Care is denying vital care. ln our current demanding socially acceptable health
care system, which all nurses participate in, makes care difficult to verbally
define. Again, I look to the similarity to air which is obvious. We know the
elements, but we can only describe the presence of or the lack of air.
Nursing Hospice Care is beyond wellness for a patient. lt is a continuum
of care across all physical, social, emotional, spiritual dimensions and includes
economic stratification's. Sergi, NIurry and Cotanch (1989), in their study of the
homeless and risk behaviors for cancer in the homeless population, refer to the
homeless as "misunderstood and a disenfranchised societal ecosystem whose
tvledicaid and governmental assistance is denied", (p. 113), more often than
naught. This situation does disenfranchise this population to no choice but to
neglect their illness and forgo end-of-life care.
We are now in an era in our health care system that is forced to face
the fact the system's plate is full. Our population is becoming older, opening the
door for increasing chronic diseases such as cancer, respiratory problems,
autoimmune diseases, transplants, just to name a few. These concerns are now
on our threshold of practice. Nursing care is pivotal in our health care system
today more than ever before. We hold the baton that needs to be passed along
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to end-of-life caregivers without the exclusion of this care to those who are
homeless.
I have witnessed a kind of care that is simplistic yet inclusive of all the
elements necessary for quality nursing care. The care and the experience of
being present to this care was reminiscent likened of a symphony. I am referring
to a symphony where every instrument is played and directed to play the correct
notes with precision. That sound is unlike what we may have all witnessed prior
to any symphony when the orchestra is warming up and the garbled sometime
screeching tones may linger in one's middle ear. When out of nowhere, and
when you can not tolerate another cord of C minor blending with an F flat, there
is a hush as the l\4aestro walks out. The performance starts when the conductor
arrives on the podium, arms raised and with a quick downward thrust with both
arms initiating the synchronization of all instruments in an awesome and beautiful
harmony of all instruments where no-one music instrument is to stand out. Every
instrument, every musician is an element of precision necessary to create music,
which is recognized and appreciated as a whole. This is analogous to the kind of
nursing care lwitnessed at St. Christopher's Hospice in Sydenham, England in
April 2004.
Personal Experience in England
I was a participant in the clinical practice program for five days at St.
Christopher's. I felt I was a part of the orchestra performing a symphony with a
precision of care. I have not experienced anything like this in the United States
nursing care system with the exception of emergent situations in an acute care
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setting where all nurses responded to a code. All nurses know their duty and
execute it with precision and without words. Those observing it may view it as
chaos, when in fact it is an orchestration of skills coming together for the benefit
of the patient.
The skills lsaw included the patient's freedom to choose how and when to
receive treatment. The Hospice staff is sensitive to the individuals' needs and
desires. An example was a disenfranchised sixty one-year-old female with
ascetics as a result of gastric cancer which had progressed and she chose to be
admitted following a parenthesis at an acute care facility in London. Her needs
were assessed, pain addressed and controlled then admitted. The next morning
the female patient decided she needed to leave early the next morning. She and
the staff decided she was not ready for Hospice Care and was allowed to leave
making sure that she knew she could return at anytime. ln the U.S. hospital
system thts decision by the patient would be considered against medical advice
(AI\4A). The staff reassured the patients' decision, pain medications were
obtained, contact persons with name and numbers given to patient and
significant others along with times of transportation so she could utilize the day
center if she deemed this to be an option for her care. lf Dr. Cicely Saunders can
develop a specialized care for the dying with precision in 1967 and the U.S.
nurses can orchestrate an emergency at the drop of a hat, then I believe we can
do the same for the homeless and their need for Hospice Care. These




Appendix C found on page 63 provides a plateau model indicating areas
on each plateau where interventions are accessed or available. The model can
be Iinked to public health nursing or institutional initiated for reimbursement, As
we start with the individual homeless person at the bottom of the model moving
up to the terminal illness, which can impact the physical, emotional, pain, spiritual
and environmental aspects of the person. These five categories then influence or
become the mediating factors to care.
Hospice can be explained as a philosophy about ones' understanding of
death as a human, and a progression in our life cycle, rather than a place or the
agency that delivers equipment necessary as one becomes more dependent in
physical needs. The basic philosophy of Hospice Care is listed by Asch-Goodkin
(2002, p.74). The goal is comfort through the relief of pain. The patient's family
or significant other or others' becomes a unit of empowerment of care delivery.
This type of care is egalitarian, a type of care that is not socially stratified.
ft/edicare patients are eligible for Hospice when a physician will certify the
person's life expediency is 6 months or less. lt is important to note that the
gatekeeper or "the physician" needs to refer the person for care.
To continue explaining the Kinney model, a non-medical patient might
enter this model in a similar fashion to how a patient enters a critical pathway,
which is a protocol not requiring a physician's or advance practice referral for
management. As the patient moves up the model, each need is met.
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For the purpose of this paper, I introduce David a homeless 55 year old
male who has a terminal disease. He enters the Kinney Proposed Model (KPlVl)
at the terminal disease site. He progresses through the model with mediating
factors. These factors include the lack of hygiene, depression associated with the
terminal diagnosis, poorly managed pain control, Iack of religious affiliation and
environmental inconsistency with illness.
David's needs are met as he continues up the model where his outpatient
care includes respite for temporary housing, nutrition, health care with control of
pain (traditional or nontraditional) without a hassle, spiritual support within his
family or an outside source. Access to care is not dependent upon whether David
needs inpatient or outpatient care.
Public Health Nurses are nurses who work for the county and can deliver
nursing care anywhere withrn their jurisdiction. Public Health nurses work within
the community, schools and more specifically with in the home. lf a patient within
the community is in need of care, this is communicated to the public health nurse
through nurse-to-nurse referrals initiated when a patient is discharged from the
hospital. lf discharged from an acute care facility the referral can be initiated by
social services' prompting or as an independent function of the staff nurse. The
public health nurse rarely has reason to interact with the institutional nurses other
than the referrals or up dates upon discharge. Usually these rare interactions are
limited to referrals from the institutional to the public health department. Shelters
such as the Dorothy Day House and the Battered Women's shelter allow public
health access, however institutional nurses may not deliver health care unless as
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a volunteer with an organization, such as Hospice or a church interfaith-parish
nurse position.
On the KPhl there are five categories of nursing that are traditionally and
ritualistically assessed and are implemented patient specific. These areas can be
treated on an in-patient or out patient basis. Many times these are addressed in a
combination of both approaches during the journey.
An outpatient respite care or temporary housing is a necessity for the
homeless. A physician, public health nurse or advanced practice nurse usually
accesses temporary or respite housing for the homeless or, when discharge from
an acute care facility, the social service worker is the person who access this
short term or long term housing arrangements.
Summary
The KPM hopefully combines Dr. Saunder's model with Dr. Psznecker's
adaptational model to allow the homeless in need of Hospice Care to receive the
care. The abandonment of the downward descent in most working models was to
demonstrate that giving nursing care to the homeless on their end-of-life journey
was to lift the homeless up from what maybe one of the lowest points of their
lives. To lift them up makes them more visible.
Evaluation of Proposed model for access to Hospice for the homeless.
As mentioned previously, nursing care is very similar to the properties of
air. For the purpose of evaluating the proposed model for access to Hospice
Care for the homeless, I will attempt to use these properlies to compare or
evaluate air to Hospice Care access.
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Description of Evaluation Procedures
lmagine one day you set out to sail and not a single breeze is strong
enough to allow you to sail. This is analogous to a homeless person told of their
terminal illness without possibility of care. The next day you again set out to sail
but this time there is a breeze and sailing over the body of water is possible. The
homeless person is taken in to receive care. The various ways the air or breeze
propels the sailboats is now out of our control. You are now leaving one shore in
order to reach the shore on the other side of the body of water. So, the homeless
are starting their journey to death. We can prepare the sailboat or in nursing
prepare the patient for the mediating factors or the changes in the air, which
aflect the propelling of the sailboat. lf the person or the boat is prepared for the
mediating factors on their journey to the other side or to the shore, this will be a
journey or ride that is smooth, controlled and peaceful even if there is a change
in the wind. This has an impact on all persons involved, the patient, nurses and
even those standing on the shore observing.
Findings of the Evaluation
Through this process, I have learned how to put together a working model
of Hospice access to care for the homeless that is idealistic, but also realistic.
Looking at the model, you have to ask the question, can a homeless person
enter the model and flow through as an individual to get their needs met? Will the
person get through the obstacles (mediating factors) to reach the other shore?
As the author, of this paper and creation of the model, I believe so. As Dr.Cicely
Saunders asked when she developed her new model of Hospice Care in
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Englard, " Who are the gate keepers?" They hold the power for entrance to any
system, whether homeless or not. Therefore, they determine any and all models
and their success at allowing the homeless access to care.
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Chapter V: lmplications
I mplications for Findings
lmplications of the findings for this model of advanced nursing practice
include that homeless have all the same needs as those with homes for end-of-
life care. Entering the model or flow chart is the Iast barrier, if nursing will escort
the homeless to and through the model as gatekeepers of care, the homeless
can receive necessary Hospice Care. The mode! will meet the needs of the
invisible homeless.
Alternatively, as Bing Crosby and Count Basie (1970), sang in one of their
jazz records from the seventh decade of the twentieth century, " Life is beautiful
in its own way guarding against those who are so blind and refuse to see." Will
we, as a culture, continue to stand on the sidelines in silence accepting the
critical contributor (blindness) to the lack of entrance to Hospice Care? Further,
will we continue to allow the negative attitudes on the part of the gatekeepers
and providers lend to a ricochet and domino effect perpetuating the end result of
blindness and ignoring the needs of the homeless?
lmplications for Decreasing Health Disparities
Further implications include an increased awareness of a virgin territory;
"the health care needs of the homeless dying." ln our culture, death and death
issues are not spoken of with ease. Our mainstream American culture does not
see the homeless or if seen, as described earlier as with the kaleidoscope
analogy, they are a non-fitting conundrum or as Leininger (2001) descrlbes as
not culturally congruent. Somehow the homeless never fit in our culture. This is
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serendipitous because Hospice originally was for the transit, a safe harbor, a
safe place. Awareness of cultural aspects allows for the planting of the seed in
fertile ground (or a culture) that will grow into a fruition of care for the homeless in
their end-of-life journey. One must go beyond the incongruence of hygiene, lack
of mental/psycho-social skills, dependency issues or what may seem to be a lack
of compliance on the part of the homeless person. This in turn will change the
view of death and how the homeless die in our culture.
Goa/s for the dying homeless
There are several goals for the dying homeless that must be addressed.
The avoidance of isolation in the homeless during their end-of-life journey which
include the freedom from concern and worry about obtaining the mere
necessities of Iife, such as; food, shelter from the elements, or perhaps being the
prey of others on the street with ill-will, or being targeted as a vagrant. ln
addition, pain control, medical follow-ups, security that medications are not lost or
taken, hygiene, spiritual and emotional needs, nutrition, clean dry clothing,
providing kind and encouraging words are a few of the other goals. Other goals
to be included for the homeless are involvement in the bereavement process
such as handling the unknown for the homeless. Examples of this are preference
for burial and cultural adherence, along with respect for their corpus. As the
researcher, I wonder if there will be advocacy for this disenfranchised population
when their biological and physiological process comes to a screeching halt with
their last breath. Who will be waiting on their shore? Finally, if all areas were
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addressed, the homeless would hit the water early; the sailboat would be able to




This model has forced me to review how we as nurses have changed in
providing for those in our culture of health. A good example is how we treat HIV
and Aids patients. lt did not take long for us to speak out on how these
patients/people were being treated as outcasts over ten years ago. Of course,
the visual appearance of someone with this virus is not pretty to look at. And
twenty years ago we, in our culture, were asked to take note of the effects of the
virus, not only on the person, but our health care system. We no longer treat a
confused combative patient as a fugitive and tie them down or up, however one
wishes to describe restraints. Eight years ago,wrist restraints (cloth straps to
hold down ones arms or legs) and Posey's (cloth vest to keep a patient in bed or
a chair) or a Geri chair (a chair which locks a patient in place with a tray similar to
the familiar traditional high chair used for the toddler) were used routinely to
protect the patient or so the protocol read. We now have someone sit with the
confused patient who is in need of protection of vital lines or to ensure that
oxygen is not disconnected or the patient does not injure themselves. We sit with
them, we talk to them, we reorient them and some nurses take the patient on
nightly rounds with them which encourages some socialization through
interaction of other staff and some share their lunch with them. ln general, they
care for them. You can feel it in the air.
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An example of a culture that is powerful and perfunctory in our
mainstream culture, not to mention an entire country, is our visual culture. I
chose the words visual culture because our homeless are not seen in our culture
nor are they seen in our subculture of health. Yet, our culture of the visual is an
excellent example how the information we receive has a significant impact on all
of us, including our entire American culture of health, not to mention our country.
[/ost of us can remember the visual impact of the "if the glove does not fit, we
must acquit" and this author believes O.J. Stmpson got away with murder. Or in
2002, the bishops met in Dallas, Texas to address the worst crisis in the Catholic
Church and the country. The bishops adjourned following the meeting pledging to
remove the perpetrators so that trust could be restored rn the leadership of the
church. Unfortunately some of the bishops at the meeting were continuing to
circumvent the guidelines and framework of the conference, thus ignoring the
vulnerable and injured persons (Gregory, 2004).
We saw the Enron scandal and what led to the company's folding. How the
evidence was shredded and the top executive's negotiated for an out. The world
watched the company (Enron) and Itilr. Lay present the most beautiful power
point presentation this author has viewed, on October 16, 2001, explaining how
they had lost $618 million dollars in 4 days. When, in fact, it did not inctuded the
$1.2 billion dollar reduction in the cost of the stock along with dividends lost to
their shareholders (Narayan, 2002).
Another optical example is the Arthur Anderson accounting firm that
destroyed the documents related to Enron and provided new documents that
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reveled a lessor loss for all to see (Narayan, 2002). ln other words, anything can
be visually manipulated and misrepresented.
I will never forget the visual of having a profound impact upon myself
which had a domino and ricochet effect on our entire American culture, which
was September 1 1, 2001 . We all can describe our activity when the plane hit the
towers that morning. The sky was a beautiful blue sky here in Minnesota, as well
as New York. I could see in my peripheral vision through the glass into the
adjourning room in the Critical Care Unit (CCU) where a television had been on
all night. I remember thinking how the entire night a whole CCU staff struggled to
maintain and kept a particular patient alive, while in New York thousands were
obviously losing their lives while at their job and with little warning.
We watched the unbelievable act of two men who were able to collapse
two of the tallest buildings with precession in New York City. We saw it all except
for one important detail. Under the ground in New York City in the subway
system lives well over 5000 homeless men, women, children and those with
families. Yet, the only mention of this population which inhabits an I story, 766
mile catacomb like area under New York City's streets was when Rudolph
Giuliani, former Mayor of New York City, announced that the core of engineers
had been summed to the tower area in an emergent effort to evaluate the walls in
the tunnel in the underground subway tunnel system. lf the walls had lost
supports or were weakened it would not take long for the Hudson River to break
through the walls. lf this had occurred more lives would be Iost equal to or more
than were lost in the towers. The lives he was referring to, were the homeless. ln
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New York City and in the literature the homeless who live in these tunnels are
referred to as the A/ole People (Toth, 1998).
The visual impact of I /1 1 propelled shock throughout the United States as
well as around the world. The act escorted all of us into the participation of the
bereavement for thousands and led to a lashing -out at innocent people. The
world was progressing through the visual and auditory guessing as well, leading
to blaming and on to a "go get them" type of a knee jerk reaction for months.
Each of us was visually escorted day after day as to who, what, where were the
possible perpetrators. Even in an international way, the visible can be
misi nterpreted or manipulated.
Is it not peculiar that there is no visual presentation in our culture of health
depicting the homeless and their lack of access to Hospice Care? Yet, with all
the obstacles or mediating factors and the ability to overcome these obstacles
our homeless are not included in care at the end-of-their-life journey. Why does
our culture of health in mainstream America exclude the homeless with a
terminal disease in this end-of-life-journey? ls it not time to make our homeless
visible in our American mainstream culture of health? ln the mainstream
American culture of health are we not responsible for using the behavior
blindness which is a kind of sophisticated, acceptable and academic crutch
Ieading to a justification of not including the needs of the homeless in our
American culture of health?
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Recommendations
Several recommendations can be made. First there needs to be early
education and thorough planning with a creative strategy in making the needs of
the homeless known through a more aggressive awareness strategy. This can
start with training programs in all areas of nursing, yet not to exclude all areas of
education in general.
Secondly, aspects of homelessness need to be considered when the initial
diagnosis and treatment for care is initiated. Nurses need to be advocates for
the homeless with the gatekeepers. A third recommendation is the
implementation of the example that was given in the Asch-Goodkin (2002) article
where they suggested nurses actually go out to the homeless and teach how,
when and where to tap into health and Hospice Care. Fourth, nursing
curriculums need to incorporate transcultural nursing through theory, and
practice and should be a universal requirement for nursing graduates.
Small steps can make a big impact. One such recommendation might be
to the National Hospice Organization to make sure that during National Hospice
Week in ltlarch those buying daffodils be informed that many times the homeless
are excluded from Hospice Care. Each step we take to bring the homeless into
the vision of people in our culture helps them get a Iittle closer to their home-
shore.
Summary
While writing this paper, I became more aware of how my own culture
chooses to be blind to the monumental needs of the homeless, particularly with
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regard to end-of-life needs. Due to such visual discriminations, nursing care
must be proactive and attempt to be a catalyst for the homeless to go beyond
gatekeepers and receive care as needed. lf we, as a country can clean up our
own lakes, steams and air, we can certainly do the same for humans without
homes. Cleaning up such a situation can start with education of our own culture
and our nursing culture.
Conclusian
It is hoped that this paper provides a review of the paucity of literature on
working models for the homeless and their access to care. ft4ore
important, I hope it raises more important relevant questions for the health needs
of our homeless and especially their need of end-of-life care. Nurses have the
privilege and responsibility to be change agents in this, the most important need.
As is asked of all of us in Proverbs 31:8, in the Old Testament (p. 518). "Speak
up for those who cannot speak for themselves and for the rights of all who are
destitute. Speak up and judge fairly, defend the rights of the poor and needy."
[/ore recently this sentiment was echoed in the nineteen sixties by Dr.
[\4arten Luther King. He was called from his place and time in history to remind
each of us of that, "Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things
that matter." As nurses, we know the Homeless matter, we know nursing care
matters and care at the end - of - Iife matters. So what is the matter? Why are
our homeless going without this vital care on their last journey?
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Selah
A visual presentation of Hospice care for the homeless is analogous to a
crystal clear goblet, a receptacle of care; designed to address mediating factors
while on death's journey. Dr. Saunders held the crystal clear goblet up ln 1945
and Dr. Liegner (1975) pointed medicine to this goblet and they embraced it. But
the goblet was fragile. Over time the goblet was passed from discipline to
discipline and eventually dropped. Once broken, crystal glass can never be
returned to its original form, clarity or beauty.
We as nurses are now being called at this time and in our place to bring
about a new and perfect goblet that can hold the necessary care with clarity and
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Elizabeth Pesznecker Adaptational model of poverty
Source: Adapted from Elizabeth Pesznicker's Adaptation Model (1984), "The Poor: A
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Mayo Hospice Program provides
compassionate and dignified end-of-life
care in the home or nursing home. A
team of highly trained professionals
working together with the patient's
primary physician and dedicated
community volunteers ensures the
patient's physical, emotional and
spiritual needs are addressed. Support
for family and friends continues
through the bereavement program.
Mayo Hospice promotes an increased
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" Aly family and I thought hospice
was jttst wonderful and highly
recommefid the program,
Our only regret is that rue didn't
haue Mayo Hospice sooner."
Spouse af a Mayo Hospice patient
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ht Augstturg Nursing Center is a
'artnership ot' Augsbu rg Col lege,
Central Lutht:ran Church, and
J rb an Com m u n i tics A.s.sor:ra tion
of Minneapolis {LJCAM)
ugsburg College educates nurses
for innovative professional
actice in complex circumstances
in the inner city, and for
adership in a global society" The
Nurslng Department offers a
accalaureate dcgree program for
'egisLered nurses and a Masters
legree program that emphasizes
ranscultural understandi ng and
transformationa I leadership.
CentraI l-uthcran Church is an
:rer-city clrr.rrch with parish ioners
frorn both the su[:urbs ancl the
ty. lt offers social progr;lms that
rve earned the trust of its diversc
constituency.
rban Comrnun ity Assc'rciation of
Minneapolis (UCAM) is a
successful community service
ganization affiliated rvith Central
.utheran Church and housed in
the churr,lr.
Donations and support come
informally from within Central
utheran, Augsburg College, and
the wider comrnunity.
STAFF:
The Augsburg NursinB Center
is staffed by nursing facurlty
ancJ stuclents of Augsburg
College and nurse volunteers
from tlre community.
LOCATIONI
The Center is located in the
lower levet of the church
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The Aupl:ury Nursing Center r,rias
foundetl in I992 and ofiicially openecl
at Central Lutheran Church irr fanuary
1!)93 lvith dre assistarrce of the Urb.rn
Conrmunity fusoc iation of Mi nrreapol is
(UCAM). The Nursing Ccnts has
pn:virlecl arr opg;flunily lr-rr t.:culty and
students from tlre Nr-rrsing Departrnent
atAr"lgsburg Callege to become
involvecl in an incklxlndc,nt practice. ln
the words ol'one student "l leamed a
great cleal about the center and myself...l
le.rrned lmw tlrc nurres work to improve
relations wiilr the lrrcal honrelers and
underservc.cl c I ients...a gre"rt experience
the nst of tlrc nursing world mav never
have."Through the yeaq Aupburg
nurses have nret conrmunity menrbers
who luve welconreclheir seruice: in
the relationship that have clev,eloped
nurs€s continue to ex;rerience the
mutuality of health- -when sotreone
grows strongel that strength help
e-verybocly.
Since i6 opening, the Center has been
supportecl by clonatkrns oi both tinrc
ancl supplies tnxn people oi ln.rny
backgrr:unds who trant to help. the
original Jrartners continue to suppon the
Center, and nurses from the wider




The people who come to the
Nursing Cerrter are irorn diverse
cultural and soc: io-econonric
hackgror.rnds. Everyonc. is
welcome at the Nursing Centcr
and all tlre services are free of
charge.
Health concerns nright include
nutrition, nredication, and stress
management; respiratory
conditions, iniuries, skin problems,
and chronic disease such as
cliahetes and hypertensinn.
Frequently, people with these
prr:blems come to the Center tor its
easy access, its supportive
environment ancl the available




Augsburg Nursing (enter is
independent nursing practke,
We make connections -
to new ideas...
resour€es in the community...
to simple supplies needed for
health...
to each other.
We learn from each other and
seek to understand the life
circumstances that damage or
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